
YOUTH 
MASK-C-1000s @ $4.25

51/4" x 3" folded; 51/4" x 43/4" unfolded
(same size as youth surgical masks)

Case Pak: 6 

ADULT
MASK-C-2000s @ $4.75

71/4" x 33/4" folded; 71/4" x 63/4" unfolded
(1/2" wider than surgical masks to fit a wider face)

Case Pak: 6 

Min Order:  $100
Payment Terms:  2% Net 10 or Net 30

Availability:  Approx Mid-June
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™masks for conservation

AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES

YOUTH ADULT

River Otter
MSK-C-1600R | MSK-C-2600R 

Dolphin
MSK-C-1510 | MSK-C-2510

Great White Shark
MSK-C-1550GW | MSK-C-2550GW 

Harbor Seal
MSK-C-1530HB | MSK-C-2530HB

Sea Turtle
MSK-C-1610G | MSK-C-2610G

FOR EVERY MASK PURCHASED 50¢ WILL BE DONATED 
TO SUPPORT THESE CONSERVATION GROUPS

Bald Eagle 
MSK-C-1760EBL | MSK-C-2760EBL

Alligator
MSK-C-1670 | MSK-C-2670

Wolf
MSK-C-1190 | MSK-C-2190

Cougar
MSK-C-1380 | MSK-C-2380

Black Bear
MSK-C-1990BK | MSK-C-2990BK

Tiger 
MSK-C-1360 | MSK-C-2360

Giraffe 
MSK-C-1040 | MSK-C-2040  

Chimpanzee 
MSK-C-1080CH | MSK-C-2080CH

Painted Dog
MSK-C-1200WAF | MSK-C-2200WAF 

Red Panda
MSK-C-1210R | MSK-C-2210R

Gorilla
MSK-C-1080GR | MSK-C-2080GR

Mandrill
MSK-C-1080MD | MSK-C-2080MD

Orangutan
MSK-C-1080OR | MSK-C-2080OR 

Sloth
MSK-C-1110S | MSK-C-2110S 

•  Made with high quality water repellent and antimicrobial treated materials to 
guard against degradation from microorganisms and control bacterial odors 

•  Researchers pick cotton for best performing non-medical mask material 
based on particle capture and breathability

•  Cotton masks have been shown to reduce the rate of transmission of the 
virus by 70% if properly used

All New Materials: Outer Layer: Polyester-Cotton Blend, Inner Layer: 100% Cotton

Care Instructions: Always wash your hands first, the folded side of pleats should be down. Don’t touch the fabric part of the mask.  
Use the ear loops or ties to secure your mask and to remove it. The coverage area should go from near the bridge of your nose to down under 
your chin and stretch about halfway or more toward your ears. Pull the ties and loops so that it fits as snuggly as possible against your face.

Safely Sterilize/Clean: As per CDC a washing machine should suffice in properly washing a face covering, you can also go over it with a 
hot iron to eliminate any germs that might remain.

Washing Instructions: 100˚F water machine washable. Dry low heat on short cycle, DO NOT USE chemicals like bleach or hydrogen peroxide 
(will begin to degrade the fabric fibers, making the mask less effective).

INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED FOR SAFETY 

Thank you 
for supporting 
conservation

– Caroline Ward & James Ward
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Washable and Reusable Double-Layer Personal Masks with Filter Pocket

All New Materials: Outer Layer: Polyester-Cotton Blend, Inner Layer: 100% Cotton

Care Instructions: Always wash your hands first, the folded side of pleats should be down. Don’t touch the fabric part 
of the mask. Use the ear loops or ties to secure your mask and to remove it. The coverage area should go from near the 
bridge of your nose to down under your chin and stretch about halfway or more toward your ears. Pull the ties and loops 
so that it fits as snuggly as possible against your face.

Safely Sterilize/Clean: As per CDC a washing machine should suffice in properly washing a face covering, you can 
also go over it with a hot iron to eliminate any germs that might remain.

Washing Instructions: 100˚F water machine washable. Dry low heat on short cycle, DO NOT USE chemicals like bleach 
or hydrogen peroxide (will begin to degrade the fabric fibers, making the mask less effective).
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MSK-C-2190
Wolf, Adult Mask

KEEP GUESTS SAFE AND WILD!

4/30/2020

Washable and Reusable Double-Layer Cotton Personal Masks with Elastic Ear Loops and Filter Pocket

TO ORDER  CALL KAT BARTON: 203.448.3763 | kathleenb@wildlifeartistsinc.com

©Wildlife Artists, Inc. All rights reserved. These photos and all elements of its design are property of Wildlife Artists, Inc. 
No part of these samples, including its design may be reproduced in any form without prior written permission of Wildlife Artists, Inc.


